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Kirchhoff equation was proposed by Kirchhoff in 1883 to describe the




where t > 0, / > 0, e > 0 and x e [0, /].In 1940 S. Bernstein [B] proved the global
solvability for analytic initial data and local solvability for Cm-class initial data to





u(t,x)=O (?>0,x = 0,2^),
u(O,x) = mq(x), dtu(Q,x) = u＼(x)
dtu(t,x)=O (t>Q,xe[Q,2n])
(1.2)
where a > 0 and b > 0. In 1971, T. Nishida [Nd] proved Bernstein's resultin case
of a = 0. Equation (1.2) can be regarded as the following more generalized
equation:
{
d*u{t,x)-M (L ＼Vxu(t,x)＼2dxJAxu{t,x)= 0 (t>0,xeQ),
u(O,x) = moW, dtu{O,x)= m(x), xeQ^Rn
with boundary condition
u(t, x) = <p on fO,oo) x dQ.
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In case of (1.2), Q = [0,2tt],(p = 0 and Affa) = a + br/.In 1975, S. I. Pohozaev
[P] proved the existence and uniqueness of time global real-analytic solution for
the problem (1.3)―(1.4)under the assumption of n > 1 and M(rj) e Cl([0, oo))
where Q is bounded and <p= 0.* On the other hand, in case that Q = Rn, Y.
Yamada [Yd] proved the existence and uniqueness of global solution of (1.3) in
1980. In 1984, K. Nishihara [Nh] showed the global existence of the quasi-
analytic solution in case that M(rj) is locally Lipschitz continuous and non-
degenerate. In that year, A. Arosio and S. Spagnolo [AS] proved the existence of
time global 27r-periodic solution for real-analytic data in case that Q = [0,2n]n
under some assumptions for M(tj) e C°.In 1992, P. D'Ancona and S. Spagnolo
[DS] relaxed the assumptions in [AS] to any M{rj) e C°. Moreover, the equation
(1.3W1.4) can be generalized as
d]u{t, x) + M{{Au(t, ■),≪(*,-))a)Au(t, x) =/(r, x) (t>O,xe O)
u(O,x) = uq(x), dtu(O,x) = ui(x), xeQczR",
(1.5)
with boundary condition
u(t,x)=q> on [0,oo) x 5Q. (1.6)
Here A is a degenerate ellipticoperator of second order defined as Au(t, x) ―
£^iAc,(%to/W',*)), DXi = ((l/^)(d/dxj)). Suppose that [%(*)],-,=1,...,K
is a real-analytic symmetric matrix which satisfiesthat
a(x,0 = J2aij(x)^j>0 (1.7)
and there are cq > 0 and /?0> 0 such that
|DXW|<c0/70-|a|H!, i,y = 1,...,≪, (1.8)
for x e J?w,a = (ai,..., <xn)e N", (Au, u) is an inner product of Au(x) and u(x) in
Ll(Cl) and M(ij) satisfies
M(rf)eC°{[0,oo)) and M{rj) > 0. (1.9)
If a,y(jc)=<5,y and/(?, x) = 0, then equation (1.5) coincides with equation (1.3),
where 5y is Kronecker's delta.In 1994 K. Kajitani and K. Yamaguti [KY] proved
the existence and uniqueness of time global real-analyticsolution for (1.5) in case
*In fact he proved the existence and uniqueness of time global solution to more general problem on
some suitable Hilbert soace.
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that Q = Rn, mo(x), Mi(x) e L2{Rn) D Cw(J?n), M(rj) e C^O.oo)), A%) > 0, and
ciij{x)> 0 are Cra(^") functions, respectively, where Cm{Rn) is the set of real
analytic functions in Rn. In 1995 K. Yamaguti [Yg] extended the result of [KY]
for quasi-analytic data under the assumption of M(ij) > 0.
Our main theorem in this paper is an extention of the result of [KY] in case
of M(rj) e C°. At firstwe introduce some definitionsin order to state our main
theorem.
Definition 1.1. For seR and p > 0, we definethe function space Hs by
Hi = {u(x) e L2X(R"); <£>V<^(£) e L＼{Rn)} (1.10)
where £= (&,..., £,),<0 = (1 + t＼+ ''･ + OV2≫ and "(0 stands for Fourier
transform of u. If we introduce the inner product (-,･)#* °f^ sucn tnat
(u,v)H, = (e^u(.),e^v(.))s, (1.11)
then Hs is a Hilbert space, where (-,･)**s an inner product of Hs which is the
normal Sobolev space (See [Ku]). For p < 0 we define Hs as the dual space of Hzsp.






for utHl where x = {xu ...,xn),x-£ = x^x + ･･■+ xnL and d£= (2n) ndt
Note that(e'W)"1 = g-^> Is a mapping from i/5 into iJf
Hilbert space Hp and the operator epW were introduced in [Ka] and [KY].
In this paper we define the new space HspdK as a weighted subspace of Hp.
Definition 1.3. For s,p,SeS. and k > 0, we define HpdK as
Ks,≪ = M*) e ^5 (Dn^^Vx)} e Lj^")}, (1.13)
where (x)K = (k:2+ x2 + ･･･ + x2)1^2 and Sf' is the dual space of the Schwartz
space y of rapidly decreasing functions in Rn. And we define the inner product
(-,-)H,^ of Hsp5K as follows:
{u,v)H. = ≪->^<%(-), (')iem<')),- (1-14)
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The principal method of the proof of this theorem is based on [Ka] and
[KY]. In this paper we introduce the new space HpSx which is a weighted
subspace of Hs for 8 > 0, and we consider the global solvablity for the equation
in it. For positive real numbers p and k and for non-negative real numbers s
and 8, the function spaces Hp and HspdK are included the intersection of L2(Rn)
and C<U(J?").Our main theorem in this paper is the global existence of the real-
analytic solution which has initial condition in Hss.
Main Theorem. Assume that (1.7), (1.8) and (1.9) are valid. Let 0<
P＼ < Po/Vn, 5 > 0, k > 0 and put p(t) = pxe~yt for y > 0. 17?e≫ ?/iere exista y > 0
j'mc/i ?/uif /or afij uqeH^8k, u＼e H^Sk and for any f{t,x) satisfying
(x)s
KePWWf{t,x)
e C°([0,oo)'!h1), the Cauchy problem (1.5) with Q = Rn has a
solution u(t,x) that satisfies (x)sKep^^u(t,x) e f)2=0 C2-J{[0,oo);HJ).
2. Preliminaries
In this section we introduce some propositionsand lemmas to prove the




Assume that a(x,£)e S2 is non-negative. Then there are




} < C2{2Ci ||M|L2+ %{Op{a)Ui u)s} (2.2)
for u e Hs+2, where Sm is the symbol-class of pseudo-differentialoperator of order




for u(x) e £f, where II･ II is a norm of H1.
For a proof of thisproposition,referto [FP]
Proposition 2.2. (i) Let a(x,£)e C°°(R"x R^) be a 'double order' symbol
in the 'double order symbol space' SG^ .
SG＼mi'm2)= {fl(jc,0 e C°{Rnx x R1); a^AxA) = O((Z)m^(x)m>-W)} (2.3)
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for (m＼,m2) eRx R where afl{x,Cj ― d|D^a(x, £), and if we a(x,£) define the
operator Op(a) by
(Op(a))(x,D)f(x)=＼ eix-Za{x,£)f{?i)k,/ e *＼ (2.4)
then Op(a) is the bounded linear operator from Hs＼ into Hs＼ * for each
Si,$2 G R.
(ii) If s > sf and 8 > 5', then the embedding Hs8 <~^HS'/.,is compact.
(iii)Let c(x,£) be the symbol of the product Op(a)Op(b) of ae SG＼U2> and
and




This proposition is introduced in [S].
Lemma 2.3. (i) Let u e HSQ = Hsp, then for p > 0,
||Da≪IL<NI^-lal|a|!
|D>(x)| < Cn＼＼u＼＼Hsp-W+n+W(＼<x＼+n+＼s＼)l
for xeRn and a e Nn.
(ii)Let u(x) be a function in H°°and s e R. If u(x) satisfies
＼＼d≪u＼＼h,<c0P;%＼＼
for every multi-index a e Nn, then u(x) e Hsp for p < P＼/＼/n.





Lemma 2.4. Let 3 > 0, c>0 and e e (0,1], then (x)cs is a real-analytic
function satisfying
＼D'x(x)?＼*{*e-l)W(l+8)'＼*＼＼(x)?-W,






For a proof, refer to [Ka].
Let a(x) be a real-analytic function in Rn satisfiesthat there are c$ > 0 and
pQ > 0 such that
|D>(x)| < cQp^%＼＼ (2.11)
for any x e Rn and any multi-index a e Nn. Define the multiplier a- as (a ■u)(x) =
a{x)u{x). Let us define a(p;x,D)u(x) = ep^a ■e~P^u{x) for u(x) e L2(Rn) and
denote by a(p:x,£) its symbol.
Proposition 2.5. (i) a(p;x,D) is a pseudo-differential operator of order 0
and its symbol has the following expansion:
a{p-x,£)= a(x) + pax (x, f) + p2a2{p; x,£)+ r(p-x, 0, (2.12)
where
aAx,Q = -




l≪2$ta *> 01 sc^ <£>"'"'
l^x^l^C^)-1-1"1
for x,£e Rn, ＼p＼< pjyfi and aje Nn.
(ii) Ifp = p{t) e C°([0, T＼) for T>0, then a(p(t);x, ^ e C°([0, T}; S°)
For a proof of (i), refer to [KY] and for (ii) refer to [Ka].






for A― Y^ij=＼Dj{aij(x)Di). Then AA and (x)^AA(x)Ks are pseudo-differential
operators of order 2 and theirsymbols have the following expansions respectively;
<r(AA)(x,£)= ^2{a{x)+pai{x,CjJrP2a2{p;x^) + rx{p',x^))^h (2.17)
e{(x)iAA(x)?)(x,t) ]T (a(x) + pax (x, Q + p2a2(p; x, £) + r2{p＼x, £))£fih
(2.18)
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a＼v and 02 ― a2tj are defined in Proposition 2.5, and
r2ij belong to S~l. Moreover, for p(t) e C°([0, T＼),
>iAA(x)?)(t,x,Z) belong to C°([0, ThS2).
both r＼= r＼ and
a(AA)(t,x,£) and
Proof. It Is obvious by Proposition 2.2 and Proposition 2.5.
Lemma 2.7. If u{x) e HspSicfor d > 0, then u(x) is a real-analyticfunction
whose radius of convergence is px, where px < min{K;/8,/?0} and 0 < p0 < p.








where px < min{≪:/8,/70},0 < p0 < p and we used Lemma 2.3,Lemma 2.4 and
the estimate:





3. Existence of solutions for tie linear problem
n2
%＼＼ (2.20)





X ) + m(t)Au(t,x) =f(t,x),
= ≪o(x), dtu(O,x) = ui( x)
(3.1)
where m(t) is a non-negative continuous function in [0,oo).
At firstwe introduce a proposition to prove the existence of the linear
problem (3.1).
Let P(t) ―[pij(t,x,D)]iJ=l d
be a matrix consisting of pseudo-differential
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operators whose symbols Pij(t,x,£)all belong to the class C°([0,T];^1). Let us
consider the following linear Cauchy problem:
d_
It U(t)=P(t)U(t)+F(t), re (0,71
1/(0) = Uo,
(3.2)
where U(t) ― '(t/i(r),...,Ud{t)) is an unknown vector valued function, F(t) =
l(Fi(t),...,Fd(t)) and Uo = '(Uqi, ...,Uod) are known vector valued functions.
Then the following proposition is concluded.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that det(AI-p(t,x,£)) ^ 0 for Xe Cl(Rn) with
9M > ―co(c^)for some positive constant cq, te[0,T] and ＼£＼≫ 1. Take an
arbitrary real number s. Then for any Uo e (Hs+l) and for any F(t) e
C°{[0,T];(Hs+1)d), there exists a unique solution U(t) e C＼[Q,T];(Hs)d)C)
CO([Q,71;(IF+Iyf) o/(3.2).
This proposition was introduced as Proposition 4.5 in [M]. For the proof of
the proposition, refer to [M].
Let v(t,x) = (x)^eA^u(t,x) and transform the equation (3.1) of u(t,x) to the




= vq(x), dtv(O,x)= vi(x),
= g(t,x) (3.3)
where A = A(t) = p(t)(D), At = At(t) = pt{t)(D), p(t) = pxe~* for Pl > 0, y > 0
and g(t,x) = (x)sKeA^f(t,x). Then the following lemma is concluded for the
Cauchy problem (3.3).
Lemma 3.2. Assume that v0 e Hs+2, vx e Hs+l and g{t,x) e C°([0,T];Hs+l),





Proof. Now let us put V(t) = t(Vi(t),V2(t)), Vo = r(Foi,FO2), F{t) =
(0,0(0) and
P(t)










V(t) = P(t)V(t) + F(t), te(O,T]
V(0) = VQ
(3.5)
At first we show that the symbols of pseudo-differential operator P(t)
satisfiesthe conditions of Proposition 3.1. Clearly a((D)(x)KAt(x)~ (D)~ )･
(*,*,{), a((x)dKAt(x)-s)(t,x^) and ^(x^x);^!))-1)^^) belong to
C°{[0,T];Sl) by Corollary 2.6.
det(A/-a(P)(?,x,£))
= (X- a((D)(x)sKAt(x);s(D)-l)(t:x^))(l - a((x)fA,(x)^)(r,x,^))
+ m(t)a((x)SKAA(x);S(D)-l)(t,x,m)
= (A - ^(r)(0 - //(0/>?(*,0)(^ - ^(O<0 - p'{t)p＼{x,0)
+ m(r)((7(^A)(r,x^)+Jpi(r,x^)), (3.6)
where <x(P) = [a(P^)]/(/=1>2,/^(jc,0 e S°(j= 1,2) and^(^^0 e ([0,rjjS1), and
they satisfy
a((D)(x)sKAt(x);s(D)-l)(t,x,Z)=p>m) + pl(t)p＼{x£) (3.7)





+ p'(t)2((£)+ p^x, £))((£)+p°2(x,Z))
+ m(t)(a(AA)(t,x,Z)+pl3(t,x,Z)). (3.10)
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Let det(XI―a(P)(t,x,£))= 0 and solveit in A, then we have
x = At)(2(Z)+p°iM)+P2(x,Z))
±[p'{tf{-2(£){p＼{x,Q+p＼(x&) - lp＼(x&p＼{x& +p＼{x,tf +p＼{x,tf}
-4m(t) X>(x) +p(t)ai(x,Z) +p{t)2a2{p{t)]x^) + r2{P{t)-xAM£i
+ Pl{t,x,t)]l/2 (3.11)
where a, a＼, a2 and r2 are defined in (2.18). Then the order of 9U is as follows:
m = -yPle-y<O{{Z)) ± {m{t)Ple-*O{＼S＼) + O(|£|1/2)}. (3.12)
Hence, obviously there are y0 > 0 and cq > 0 such that det(A7 ― a(P)(t,x, £)) > 0
for any y satisfying y > yQ, ＼£＼≫ 1 and 91A > -co(0- Therefore equation (3.5) has
a unique solution V{t) = (V＼(i), Vjit)) satisfying
FiW, V2(t) Cl([Q,T};Hs)nCQ([O,T];Hs+l) (3.13)
for Foi, F02 eHs+l. Now, if we let v(t) = (D)~lVi(t), then u(r) satisfies
v(t,x) e Cl([Q, T]-Hs+l) D C°([0,r];ifs+2) (3.14)
for u(0) = yo e ^"iS+2. Then we know that u(f, x) satisfying
dt(D)v(t,x) = (D)(x)sKAt(x);sv(t,x) + (D)F2(r), (3.15)
and obviously Vjit) is represented by v(t,x) such that
V2(t) - ^(r,x) - (x)sKAt(x);sv(t,x), F2(0) = F02 e Hs+l. (3.16)
Then by (3.5), v(t,x) satisfies
(x)*K(dt - At)2(x);d + m(t)(x)sKAA(x);dv(t,x) = g(t,x). (3.17)
It shows that v(t,x) is a solution of (3.3) satisfying
v(t,x)e 0 C2-＼[0,T]-Hs+J). D (3.18)
7=0
By Lemma 3.2, obviously we have the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.3. For uQ e H^, ux e H^ and <x)^A≪/(r,x) e C°([0,r];Hs+l),
there existsa positiveconstant yQ and the Cauchy problem (3.1) has a unique
solutionu(t,x) such that




4. A priori estimate of solution for tie linear problem
Let 0 < T < co, m(t) be a non-negative function in C°([0, T＼), p{t) &
positive function in Cl([0, T)) flC°([0, T]) such that />,(*)< 0, p(f) a posi-
tive function in CY([0, T＼) satisfying q/(t)<0 for r>0 and mE(t) =
Jo
/fe(?~
r)m(r)dT + £, where fi(e) satisfies 0 < £< e and |J0 /g-(r―r)m(r)dr ―
m(t)＼<e, and x.(t) = ^xi^t), /(?) e C0°°((0,1)) satisfying x(t) > 0 and
Jo #(*)</*=1 for 0 < t < T. Then we define Es{t) as follows:
Es{tf =
^ {||<->k(^
- a^x-^COII,2 + KOIIKOIli-i + m≪(0(^</>>M0, W≫(O)}-
(4.1)
for the solution v(t,x) of (3.3).
Lemma 4.1. Assume that m(t) is a non-negative function in C°([0,T＼),
(p{t)= e 2yl',p{t) = pxe yt and v(t,x) is a solution of (3.3) satisfying v(t,x)e














Proof. Note that me(t) -> m{t) in Ll([0, t]) for arbitrary re [0,















+ *(At(-)i{dt - At)(-);Sv(t),<->to - At)(-)-sv(t))s
+ 3lM<-)J(5r - ArX-)^(r), (-)'(^ - A,)(-)^(0),
< ＼＼g(t)＼＼M')










where pR(x,D) e Op(S°), and we used an equality; ＼＼Pu＼＼s< Cs＼＼u＼＼s+mfor some
positive constant Cs provided P e Op(Sm) and u e Hs (See [Ku]).
(4.5)= -/(r)Hr)||,2+1
+ rtO*≪z>>Oto - Ar)(-);VO, (D)v(t))s
+ 9(t)n((D)(.)'KAt(-)?v{t),{D)v{t)),



































where p＼{x,D)e Op(S°) and we used
((D)-sA{D)＼v)s = (u,{D)-sA(D)sv)s
which is verifiedby the symmetry of [^y],-j=1)
ttr
(4.18)+ (4.19) < mE(t)pMARYHl/2)v(t), (D)s+{l/2)v(t))
+
(4.8) + (4.17) < ＼{＼K＼-ll2rnE{t){D)-'AWv{t), |A,|1/2(->te
~
Ar)(->^i;(O),





Then, using the equality:
me(t)(DrsA(D)s -m(t)(x)sKAA(x);S
= m(t)(AA - (x)3KAA(x);s) + m(t)(A - AA)
+ m(t)((D)-sA(Dy-A) + {me(t)-m(t)}(D)-sA(D)s, (4.23)









< (C2＼mE(t)-m(t)＼ + CMt)p(t)2)＼pt＼-l/2Ht)＼＼s+3/2 (4-24)
+ C4m(t)＼ptrl/2＼Ht)＼＼s+i (4-25)
+ m(t)p(t)＼Pt＼-1/2＼＼al(;D)v(t)＼＼s_l/2, (4.26)
where p＼x,£)eS＼ a^x^) = J2lM ≪i£i<,, a2(p,x,£) = E"7=1 ^ and
f(p;x, E) = Yln=i r＼£&jifli>a2 and n defined in (2.17). Besides, by Proposition
2.1, (4.26) is estimated in the following:





V ＼＼a{0i)(;D)v(t)＼＼ll/2 + C6||i;(r)||52+1/2
|a|=l
< C7W(fi(-,/>M0,i>(0W + C8|K0 ti/2
< Q9i(A(D)s+l/2v(t),(D)s+l/2v{t))
+ C9(p(t)-1EJt)2,
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where a(x,£)= a(A)(x, £).Therefore (4.8)+ (4.17) is estimated as below
(4.8) + (4.17) < 2{C22＼me{t)- m(t)＼2+ C32rn(r)Vll^P1 IIK0IL2+3/2









Note that C,-(j = 1,..., 10) are positive constants independent of t and y. Hence


















+ c2(mB(t)pt(t)+ m(t)2p(t)2＼pt(t)rlMA(D)S+l/2v(t), {D)^l2v{t))
Thus, if we let y > 0 and e > 0 satisfying
s < e~lyl＼ y2 > maxi
where Mo = maxQ<( <rm(t), then the third and the fourth terms are non-
positive. □
Lemma 4.2. Assume that m{t) is a non-negative function satisfying m(t) e
C°([0,T))r＼Ll([0,T]) and v{t,x)e f)*=0C2-J{[0,T);Hs+J). Then there are p(t)
and <p(t)in C^QO, T)) with pt(t)eL'^O.T]), p(0) = pY and £> 0 such that the
estimate (4.2) is establishedfor (4.3).
Proof. If we choose p{t) and e > 0 suitably, we can prove that (4.35) and









then (p{t) and p{i) belong to C!([0, T)) with pteLl{[0,T＼) and p{t) > 0 for













Lemma 4.3. Assume that m(t), (p{t)and p(t) satisfy the conditions of Lemma
4.1 and that u(t,x) is a solution of the Cauchy problem (3.1) satisfying (3.19),






for t e [0,T], where q(r), y and s
constant c is independent of y.
(4.41)
are given by Proposition 4.1, and the positive
Proof. It is obvious by Lemma 4.1.
5. Local existence of solutions for the nonlinear problem
Let 0 < t < T＼. For T e (t, T＼] we consider the Cauchy problem:
d2tu(t,x)+ M((Au{t),u(t)))Au{t,x)=f(t,x), z<t<T,
u{z,x) = uo(x), dtu(r,x)= u＼(x).
(5.1)
Theorem 5.1. Assume that (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6) are valid. Let 0 < px <
Pt/y/a. Then for any uQ(x) e H^, ≪,(x)e^ and W^^/^je
C°([0, ri];i/s+1) wir/? />(?)= Pie-rt'-'K there exist T e (t, Tx] and y0 > 0 ^mcA that
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Proof. We may assume t = 0 without loss of generality.We shallprove
the existenceof the solution of (5.1) by Schauder's fixed point theorem. For
T > 0 and s e R, we introduce a space of functions;
*h* = W'*); **)(^M) g c°([o,r];^+1) n c^fo, r];^)} (5.3)
















for R ≫ 1. We now define the two functions






= M(rj(t;w)), rj{t;w)= ^(flyAw(r),D,-w(r)) (5.6)
for each w e X^K, where s' < s. Note that m(t) = M{rj{t＼w)) e C°([0, T＼), and
if w e BST 0
K(i?)
for i? > 0, then for arbitrary fixed v > 0, there exists a positive
constant e independent of w such that
t;w) -m(t;w)＼dt < v, (5.7)
where me(t; w) ― j£Xei* - t)w(t; w)dx + e and #£(?)is defined in section 4. Then
we define the mapping O from w e X£+d
K
into u e X^+q
k
such that
d]u{t,x) + M (i/(r;w))^≪(/,x) =f(t, x). (5.8)
We shall prove that ＼ is a compact mapping from Bj 0 K{R)
into itselffor s' < s
and sufficientlysmall T. By Lemma 3.3, u(t,x) in (5.8) satisfies
(x)'KeMWu(t,x) e n C2-'-([0,r];^*^) (5.9)
7=0
for wo e iJ^ , mi e Hs+ls and every fixed we Bs^ Ok(R).
Then by Lemma 4.1,
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we have













where c'isindependent of T and R. Therefore for sufficientlylarge R, we can find
T(R) = T > 0 such that
jJ0T(^)+y)dr = K (5.11)
On the other hand, by Proposition 2.2, we have obviously that the embedding
BSTg
K(R) <―>Bj.Q K(R) is compact for s' < s and 8 > 0. Hence the mapping
W
defined (5.8) is a compact mapping from Bs^Ok(R) into itself.Then by Schauder's
fixed point theorem, *F has a fixed point u(t,x) in Bs^Ok. Further by Lemma 3.3,








6. Global existenceof solutionfor the non-linearproblem




(||atii(0 + ii(0ll2 + ll≪(0ll2 + ^(0)) (6.1)
where F(rj)= JJM(k)dk and tf(t)= {Au(t),u{i)).Then for the energy E{t)
according to [DS] and [KY], the followingenergy estiamteis concluded.
Proposition 6.1. Assume that M(rj) is a non-negative continuous function in
[0,oo) andf(t,x) e C°([0,T];L2). Ifu(t,x) is a solution of the Cauchy problem
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Proof. Differenting (6.1), from the equation (1.3) we get,






for t£ fO,T), which yields (6.2).
(6 3)
□
Corollary 6.2. If (6.2) holds and T < oo, then M(tj(t)) e Ll([0,T]).









< M(tj{x))ri{x)dx+ sup M(i/)r
Jo 0<m<1
for all te [0,7), which implies that M(rj(t)) eLl([0, T])
(6.4)
□
Now we can prove our main theorem. Let A(t,y) = pxe 7t(D) and T* the
real number defined by
T* = max T > 0; there exist y > 0 and a solution u(t, x) satisfying (1.3)
in (0, T) such that (x)sKeA^u(t,x) e f] C2^'([0, T);HJ)
7=1
Theorem 5.1 ensures T* > 0. We shall claim T* = oo. Suppose that T* < 0. Then
it follows from Proposition 6.2 that m{t) = M(Au{t),u(t)) belongs to Ll([0, T*＼).
Hence, Proposition 3.2 and the fact that m{t) e C°([0,T*)) D Ll(%T*＼) yield
that v(t,x) = (x)sKeA^u(t,x) which satisfies(3.19) with j = 0,1 and T=T*,
where A(t) ― p(t)(D) and pit)is introduced in (4.39). Let us take y > 0 such that
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pxe-yt<p{i) for te[0,T*). Then the definition of T* and (4.2) imply
(x)sKeA^u{t,x)e OJ=0C2-J{[Q,T*];HJ), where A(t,y) = pxe-*(D). Hence we
have the limits u(T*-Q)eH2 and dtu(T*-O) which satisfy
(x)dKeK{T*riu{T* - 0) eHx. Therefore, applying Theorem 5.1 with p2 = pxe>T＼ we
have a solution u(t,x) of the Cauchy problem (5.1) in (T*,T), T> T* with
initialdata u(T*) = u(T* - 0) and 8tu(T*) = dtu(T* - 0), which satisfies
(x)sKexp(p2e-*-T*＼D))~u(t,x)sf] C2-＼[T＼T]-ff)
y=0


















This result contradicts the definition of T*. Thus, we have proved that T* = oo.
n
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